Linking 24-h urines to clinical phenotypes: what alternatives does the future bring?
The 24-h urine test is recommended as part of the metabolic evaluation for patients with nephrolithiasis to guide preventive interventions. However, this test may be challenging to interpret and has limits in its predictive ability. In this review, we summarize and discuss the most recent research on the opportunities and challenges for utilizing urinary biomarkers for kidney stone prevention. Contemporary studies utilizing the 24-h urine test have improved our understanding of how to better administer testing and interpret test results. Beyond the standard panel of 24-h urine parameters, recent applications of proteomics and metabolomics have identified protein and metabolic profiles of stone formers. These profiles can be assayed in future studies as potential biomarkers for risk stratification and prediction. Broad collaborative efforts to create large datasets and biobanks from kidney stone formers will be invaluable for kidney stone research. Recent advances in our understanding of kidney stone risk have opened opportunities to improve metabolic testing for kidney stone formers. These strategies do not appear to be mutually exclusive of 24-h urine testing but instead complementary in their approach. Finally, large clinical datasets hold promise to be leveraged to identify new avenues for stone prevention.